
Once upon a time...

TIMOTHY & STEPHEN

We are new to the world of adoption and understand your decision has involved love and

reflection. We have been preparing to not only be parents, but also an ally to you.

Hopefully you’ll consider us as co-authors of your story as you pen this next chapter for

yourself and your beautiful child.  It would be our privilege to have you in our story, so

please dive a little deeper to learn about us, where we’ve been, and how we came to you!
Hi!

We met at The Happy Gnome in St. Paul, MN for our first date. Today we

live in the home of our dreams: a rustic, 4-acre homestead nestled

near the Mississippi River. With ponds, gardens, and fields, your child

would grow up learning and loving the flora, fauna, and fantasy around

us. Together we explore the park trails near our home, host events, and

revel in game nights. We are eager to be fathers and have a special

seat at the table for your child who we hope to shape into an adult who

will make you proud! 



TIMOTHY

STEPHEN

Timothy is a creative, intelligent, and supportive leader both at home and as the Controller

at an architecture firm. As an identical twin, he knows first-hand how amazing growing up

as a twin can be. Timothy adds a little bit of magic into everything by being our chef,

handyman, designer, and gardener. He loves to write and inspires wonder and curiosity.

Picture an explosion of craft supplies and a trail of crayons after an afternoon of

imagination… with Stephen cleaning up behind!

Stephen is incredibly kind and collaborative both as a high school math teacher and

soon-to-be father. He is also the scheduler and organizer of the family. Stephen has

traveled all over the world and has a passion for different cultures and geography. A kid

at heart, Stephen will ensure your child memorizes Star Wars movies, roughhouses after

dinner, sings loud, and sneaks an extra helping of dessert... when Timothy isn’t looking!

Welcome to the family!

612-460-1097
TimothyStephenAdopt@gmail.com

If you are curious to see where our story goes next, please reach out to us via

text, call, or email. We are excited to meet you and hope you will help us write

the rest of our story!    Gratefully,    

We both grew up in the Twin Cities with lots of cousins

and engaging grandparents, and we are excited to offer

the same thing to your child! In addition, we are closely

connected to our church in St. Paul where we were

married. We are surrounded by great neighbors, parks,

and close friends who are growing their families, too. 

Thank you.

Timothy & Stephen

Timothy with nephews

Stephen with niece


